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1. General information 
 

  Sensor version   

TD-100 TD-150 TD-500 TD-600 TD-online 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Basic modes of operation   

- - - RS-232 - 
RS-485 RS-485 RS-485 RS-485 RS-485 

- - CAN (1) - - 
- - Modbus - - 

frequency mode frequency mode frequency mode frequency mode - 
- analog mode analog mode analog mode - 
- - periodic mode (pulse) periodic mode (pulse) - 

periodic mode RS-485 periodic mode RS-485 periodic mode RS-485 periodic mode RS-485 - 
- - - - Wialon IPS(2) 
- - - - EGTS (2) 
- - - - GSM-GPRS (2) 
- - - - GPS (2) 
- - - - GLONASS (2) 

 Notes:  
(1) - sensors versions with the specified operating modes are available 
(2) - for FLS TD-online SIM protocol RS-485 is used for configuration, and Wialon IPS and EGTS through built-in GSM-GPRS transmitter for sending data, GPS and 
GLONASS for coordinates determination 

- complies with the Eu- 
ropean safety stand- 
ards 

- complies with the In- 
ternational Safety Stand- 
ards 

- complies with the 
safety standards of 
Russia 

- corresponds to the 
Russian standards of 
explosion safety 

- is a registered measur- 
ing instrument in the 
Russian Federation 

 
- explosion protection 

 
 

High-precision fuel level sensors (also meters or sensors) of ESCORT trade mark are designed to determine the filling level of oil prod- 

ucts in fuel tanks, vessels and storage reservoirs. The sensors are used in automotive engineering as fuel level meters, and in industry 
- as level meters of any light oil products. 

 
All sensors are designed for operation in vehicle and machine monitoring systems and, as a rule, are used together with GPS and 

GLONASS trackers. 
 

TD-online sensor, in contrast to others, has a built-in GPS/GLONASS-tracker (terminal). The tracker registers information (fuel level 
and location, speed, direction of movement, object and other parameters) and transmits information via mobile operator channels  
(GSM-GPRS) via Wialon IPS or EGTS protocols to transport monitoring servers (for example, WialonHosting). The information regis - 

tered by the sensor is additionally saved in non volatile memory (up to 32,000 rewritable records). 
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TD-online sensor allows connecting of up to 7 additional external devices (including sensors). 

 
The sensors can be configured either directly through the Universal Adjustment Device (UAD) ESCORT C-200/C-200M when connected 
to a computer/laptop, or remotely by special commands directed to connected GPS/GLONASS tracker, including but not limited to 
the help of SMS-commands. The specification of FLSs were confirmed by obtaining the appropriate certificates. Depending on the  

modification and factory settings, it transmits the signal through digital interfaces (RS-232, RS-485, J1939 (CAN)) via LLS protocol, 
typical to FLSs, in frequency or analogy modes, TD-150 and TD-500 sensors are certified for work in explosive environments. 
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2. Specification 
 

Name 
Reference 
document 

Units / 
Designation 

  Sensor model  
TD-100 TD-150 TD-500 TD-600 TD-online 

Length (5) - mm 150…6000 150…6000 150…6000 150…6000 150…6000 

Power supply voltage - V 7 ... 80 7 ... 80 9 ... 36 7 ... 80 9 ... 36 
Measurement error - %, maximum 1 1 1 1 1 

        

GPS / GLONASS Module - - No No No No Yes 
        

GSM Module   No No No No Yes 
- nano-SIM card - - No No No No Yes 
Remote configuration (4) - - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

        

Digital mode:  - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
- interface RS-232 - - No No No Yes No 
- interface RS-485 - - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
- interface J1939(CAN) (1) - - No No Yes No No 
- LLS protocol - - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
- Modbus protocol   No No Yes No No 
- GSM standard - - No No No No Yes 
- Wialon IPS protocol - - No No No No Yes 
- EGTS protocol - - No No No No Yes 
- level measurement scale (2) - relative units 0 … 1023 0 … 1023 0 … 1023 0 … 1023 No 
- level measurement scale (2) - relative units 0 ... 4095 0 ... 4095 0 ... 4095 0 ... 4095 0 ... 4095 
- data communication rate (6) - BPS 19200 19200 19200 19200 19200 

        

Motor hours (track of operating 
time of the vehicle's engine) 

- - No No No No Yes 

Tilt measurement - - No No No Yes Yes 
        

Frequency mode: - - Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
- output signal range (2) - Hz 300…1323 300…1323 300…1323 300…1323 300…1323 
- output signal range (2) - Hz 300...4395 300...4395 300...4395 300...4395 300...4395 

        

Analog mode: - - No Yes Yes Yes No 
- output signal range - V No 0 … 9 0 ... 4,9 0 ... 9 No 
Periodic mode (pulse) - - No No Yes Yes No 
Periodic mode (RS-485) - - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Output to the level indicator and 
emergency level lamp (1) 

- - No No Yes No No 

- output resistance of the level 
indicator 

- 
Ohm 

(±10%) 
No No 0 ... 110 No No 

        

Operating conditions:   severe severe severe severe severe 
- ambient temperatures - оС - 40...+ 50 - 45...+ 50 - 45...+ 50 - 40...+ 50 - 40...+ 50 
- extreme ambient temperature  °С - 60...+ 85 - 60...+ 85 - 60...+ 85 - 60...+ 85 - 60...+ 85 
- atmospheric pressure - kPa 84 ... 106.7 84...106.7 84...106.7 84...106.7 84...106.7 

        

Protection against electric shock GOST 12.2.007.0-75 class III III III III III 
Ingress protection rating GOST 14254-96 IP 67 67 67 67 67 

        

Explosion-Proof Certificate  - No Yes Yes No No 
- Russian codes: TR CU 012/2011 - No Yes Yes No No 
- hazardous areas GOST R 51330.9-99 - No 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 No No 
-- type of explosion protection GOST R 51330.11-2005 - No iа (3) iа (3) No No 
-- explosion-proof marking GOST R 51330.0-2005 - No 0ExiаIIВТ6 Х 0ExiаIIВТ6 Х No No 
-- working explosion hazardous 
area 

GOST R 51330.11-2005 - No 
IIA, IIB, 
Т1 … Т6 

IIA, IIB, 
Т1 … Т6 

No No 

Certificate/declaration of 
electromagnetic compatibility 

- - Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

- International codes: UNECE Rules No.10, ed.5 - No Yes Yes No No 

- European regulations 
meets the Rules of 
UNECE No.10, ed.5 

- No Yes Yes No No 

- Russian codes: TR CU 020/2011 - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

(1) – a separate version without output to the level indicator is provided for FLS TD-500 with interface J1939 (CAN); 
(2) - it is possible to select two different scales/ranges when setting up the FLSs. The upper value corresponds to the maximum length of the FLS in the measuring 
part with the exception of the zone of minimal measured level, the lower value corresponds to the edge of the tubes of the measuring part; 
(3) - "ia" type of explosion protection - intrinsically safe electrical circuit of "ia" level; 
(4) - remote adjustment of the sensors by messages is carried out by when connecting the FLSs in the monitoring system to the GPS/GLONASS tracker; TD-online 
sensor has its own built-in GPS/GLONASS tracker; 
(5) - as agreed with the manufacturer, the length depends on the operating conditions of the sensor, an additional section (of up to 3000 mm) on the mechanical 
collapsible collet connector is used for a length of more than 3000 mm; 
(6) - it is possible to change the data rates 

 
 

 
6 
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Additional features of FLS TD-online: 

 
Name Reference document Units/Designation TD-online 
Power supply (peak performance) - - - 
- input current Ii - mA 200 
- input capacitance Ci - pF 100 

- input inductance Li - mH 10 
    

Signal circuit (peak performance): - - - 
- output voltage Uо - V 5.6 
- output current Iо - mA 120 
- output capacitance Co - μF 1 
- output inductance Lо - mH 1 

    

Position finding: - - - 
- GPS Standard - - Yes 
- GLONASS Standard - - Yes 
- receiver sensitivity - dBm -156 
- number of receiver's channels - - 12 

    

Data communication: - - - 
- GSM 850/900/1800-1900 Standard: - - Yes 
-- GPRS Multi-slot class 12 - - Yes 
-- transmitter power - W 2 
Non volatile memory: - - Yes 

- max.number of entries - - 32000 
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  TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600  
1  - measuring section 
2  - sensor head with mounting flange 

3 – cable gland 
4 - extension cord  
5 - electrical connector MOLEXMX 150 
6 - centralizer 

 

  TD-online  
1  - measuring section 
2  - sensor head with mounting flange with protective cap 
3 - cable gland 

4  - extension cord 
5  - electrical connector MOLEX MX 150 
6 - centralizer 
7 - tie-down lugs of protective cover on seal 

8 - micro-SIM card 
9 - SIM-card slot cover 
10 - SIM-card slot 

11  - self-tapping screws of the SIM-card slot cover 
12  - protective cap 

 

 

3. Design 
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4. Scope of supply  
Types of components (the image may differ slightly from the original): 

Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer (sealing) 

 

 

 

 

Gasket (except TD-online) Gasket (only for TD-online) 

 

 

 

 

Protective cap (TD-online) Enumerated plastic seal SILTECH and Sealing wire PP-N 
0,8-600 

 

 

 

Seal FAST-150 Seal FAST-330 

 

 

 

 

Ballast 120 Ohm (Black) Ballast 620 Ohm (Red) 

 

 
Filter (green) Centralizer 
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Fuse-holder Fuse 1A/2A 
 

 

 

  Sealant in tube (5 ml)  

 

 

 
  Connecting cable (7 m)  

 

 

 
 

List of components 
 

Name 
  Quantity  

TD-100 TD-150 TD-500 TD-600 TD-online 
Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer 4 4 4 4 4 
Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer (sealing) 1 1 1 1 No 
Gasket 1 1 1 1 1 
Ballast 120 Ohm (Black) No No 1 No No 
Ballast 620 Ohm (Red) No No 1 No No 
Optoisolator (red) No No option No No 
Filter (green) No No 1 No No 
Fuse-holder 1 1 No 1 1 
Fuse 1A 1 1 1 1 No 
Fuse 3A No No No No 1 
Number plastic seal SILTECH 1 1 1 1 No 
Sealing wire PP-N 0,8-600 1 1 1 1 No 
Seal FAST-150 1 1 1 1 1 
Seal FAST-330 No No No No 1 
Protective cap No No No No 1 
Centralizer 1 1 1 1 1 
Sealant in tube (5 ml) No No No No 1 
Connecting cable (7 m) 1 1 1 1 1 
Shipping package 1 1 1 1 1 

 
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in design and complete set product without prior notice to the customer. 
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5. Package 
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The sensors are up to 1 meter long equipped with connecting cables with mounting kits; packed in a rigiflex packaging (corru - 

gated cardboard), up to 3 pcs. in one box. The installation kit is packed in a ZIP-lock bag. Packaging of 2 TD-100 sensors is recom- 

mended. 
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The sensors longer than 1 meter are packed in rigid package (particleboard + HDF sheet): 
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6. Operating mode 

6.1. RS-232 

FLS awaits for a request from an external device. After the request is received, data on fuel level and temperature are generated 

and sent via RS-232 interface over LLS protocol. 

6.2. RS-485 
FLS waits for a request from an external device. Response with information about fuel level and temperature is sent via RS -485 

interface over LLS protocol after 2÷3 milliseconds upon re ceiving the request. Only requests with the network address stored in  
FLS memory are served. 

6.3. Frequency 
FLS continuously generates a frequency corresponding to the measured level. The lower level corresponds to a frequency of 300  

Hz. The maximum level corresponds to a frequency of 1323/4395 Hz, depending on the settings. Generation of signal begins after 

15 ÷ 30 sec. upon connecting to the sensor. 

6.4. Analog 
FLS generates an analog voltage corresponding to the measured level. The zero level corresponds to the lower value of the range ;  

the maximum level corresponds to the upper value. The signal is generated after 15 ÷ 30 seconds upon powering on the sensor 

6.5. Periodic (impulse) 

FLS generates a pulse packet with a frequency of 27 Hz. The number of pulses in the packet corresponds to the measured level. A  

packet of 2 pulses corresponds to the zero level, a packet of 1025 pulses corresponds to the maximum level. The first pulse packe t 
is formed after 15 ÷ 30 seconds upon powering on the sensor. The packages are formed with an interval of 62 seconds. 

6.6. Periodic (RS-485) 
FLS sends information containing level and temperature without request from external devices via RS -485 interface over LLS pro- 

tocol every 2 sec. 
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7. CONFIGURATOR for TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 sensors 

7.1. Connection 

To configure the sensors, use the Escort Configurator v1.0.x.xx software, which is located on the fmeter.ru website in the DOWNLOAD 

section, also you will need a laptop / computer / tablet and a C-200 or C-200M interface converter (RS-485 converter <> USB). C-200M 
Converter allows you to connect additional power via the second USB-slot. For the operation of the configurator, it may be necessary 
to install Microsoft System Component Files and Libraries from the company's website. 

 

To connect a sensor with a CAN bus, you additionally need your own device (RS485 -CAN-USB converter) and setup 

program. 
 

 

To begin working with the C-200 / C-200M interface converter, you need to install the STM32 Virtual COM Port Driver driver to your  

computer. It could be downloaded from the official website of the manufacturer of sensors or from the website of the driver developer 

(http://www.st.com/en/development-tools/stsw-stm32102.html). After installing the driver, the corresponding device will appear 

when the sensor is connected to the computer via the C-200 / C-200M converter in the Device Manager (shown in the example of 

Microsoft Windows 7). 
 

The C-200 / C-200M interface converter has 3 LED indicators that show the activity of the power channels, USB, RS-485. While con- 

necting and working with the converter, it is necessary to make sure that the corresponding indicators are active. 
 

14 
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At release from production, the sensor has a standard length of 1000 mm. Before starting work, it is necessary to cut the fuel sensor 

to the depth of the fuel tank, taking into account the installation of the centralizer (10mm) and the necessary clearance bet ween 

the centralizer and the bottom of the fuel tank (5 mm), followed by calibration. To do this, make a hole in the geometric center of  

the upper part of the fuel tank, measure the distance from the upper wall of the fuel tank to the bottom, the sensor length is selected 

according to the depth of the tank minus 15 mm (see explanation above). Please be advised that if the tank is low and wide, i t is 

necessary to install two fuel sensors in opposite corners of the tank. 

 

When connecting and installing the sensor to a vehicle, special equipment or storage facility, comply with the ap- 

proved safety requirements (for example, complete drying of the fuel tank of the trucks prior to mounting and con - 

necting the sensor) associated with the performance of these works in accordanc e with the type of facility on which 

the sensor should be installed. 
 

If the tanks are of correct (simple, regular) shape, the sensor should be installed along the centre line. The sensor installation in the 

centre of the tank reduces the dependence of the sensor readings on the inclination of the vehicle. 

 
Front view Left view Top view 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Front view Left view Top view 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If shape of the tank is irregular, the gauge must be installed in the place of tank's maximum depth closer to the geometric centre of 

the tank. 
 

 
Front view Left view Top view 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

It is recommended to install two gauges in one tank in order to improve the accuracy of the readings and to reduce fluctuations in the 

level readings. It is mostly used in tanks with a capacity of more than 600 liters with the length of more than 1500 mm. The sensors  
are installed along the centre line at a length of 1/3 and 2/3 of the tank. 
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Top view Top view 
 

 

 

 

 

The gauge installed inside the tank must be at least 20 mm away from the stiffening rib, partitions, and surfaces of equipment located 

in the tank. 
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7.2. Mounting to a tank 
 

The most common method of mounting TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 sensors is fixation on self-tapping screws with a sealing 
washer. It is also possible to install sensor on threaded stover nuts, welded bushings and other structural elements. In this  case, it is 

necessary to ensure the tightness of the connection between the sensor body and the tank. The sensor could be installed at pre - 
arranged locations using screws and bolts with strength classes of at least 4.8. For additional protection, it is acceptable to use auto- 
motive oil and petrol resistant sealant.If it is necessary to reduce the standard length of the sensor, cut it to a length not less than 150 

mm with a hacksaw, clean from the metal chips, make re-calibration or gauging, install a centralizer. The length between the edge of 
metal pipes and the bottom of the tank without centralizer should be at least 15 mm. 

 
The following is used to prepare place for installation: bimetallic bit of Ø 35 mm and drill of Ø 4,8 mm. 

 
  Connecting dimensions  

 

* The diameters of the holes are given for self-tapping screws, if 

necessary, mark places for another fastening according to the 
centres of specified holes 

 
 

The following is used for installation: Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer, Self-tapping screw 5,5х38 with washer (sealing); Gasket 

 
  Bimetallic bit  
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  Installation chart of a measuring device on a fuel tank  

 

 

 

Next, perform the calibration. To do this, turn the sensor upside down (measuring tube up), connect it to a computer / laptop / tablet 

using a C-200 or C-200M converter, and connect cable adapters through the appropriate electrical connectors as shown in the diagram  

below: 
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7.3. Configurator software 
 

The initial window of the configurator allows to select several sensors: 

 
 

When the USB <> RS-485 converter is connected, the COM port is automatically detected. The search for a connected fuel level sensor 

occurs when the FLS button is pressed (for TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 sensors) 

 
 
 

Button for selecting the interface settings for fuel level sensors. 

 
 
 

The next window opens, where you can see the sensor serial number, software version, sensor temperature, etc. 
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Virtual COM port for the configurator to communicate with FLS via an interface converter. After 

connecting the interface converter, the COM port will be determined automatically, given that 

the device driver is correctly installed and there are no more virtual COM ports on the PC. Oth - 

erwise, the required COM port must be selected from the list 

№****** - Sensor’s serial number. 

 

FW: *** - Sensor’s firmware version 

 
Temperature gauge readings 

 
Press to go to the "Calibration" section, where batch calibration of the fuel tank is performed 

and stored 

 
Press to go to “Service” sub-menu: 

 

An additional window opens on the right with a description of the functionality of a button. 

The table below shows the functionality of the buttons from the additional window 
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For details on each procedure from the SERVICE submenu, see below in p.7.6. 
 

Configurator Settings: Expanding Main Menu Functionality 

Available units Displays a list of network addresses of sensors connected to the interface converter 
Network address By default network address of the connected sensor Is 1. If necessary, enter the required network number and save 

the changes. 

Quiring network address Allows you to select a sensor from the list, if several sensors are connected at the same time, for further setup. When 
several sensors are connected to the interface converter (with different network addresses), this line has the ability 
to switch between sensors by selecting the required network address from the list. 

Mode Select the mode of operation of the sensor. After changing the mode, do not forget to save the changes 
Minimal level Minimum processed value that forms the sensor in the range from 0 to 1023. To change, enter the required number 

and save the changes 

Maximal level Maximum processed value that forms the sensor in the range from 1023 to 4095. To change, enter the required 
number and save the changes 

Smoothing type Median and intellectual (for details see below in p.7.4) 
Degree of smoothing Depends on the type of smoothing 
Change network address Allows you to change the network address 
Apply the setting Saves changes to the settings in the sensor. 
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In the photo above you can see how the tab opens for all operating modes for a specific sensor model. In this example, the sensor TD- 

600 was connected to the configurator with the corresponding list of modes. 
 

Modes Application Description 
RS485 mode All sensors Setting of RS485 mode 
Analog mode TD-500, TD-600 Setting the Analog mode 
Frequency mode All sensors Switch to Frequency mode 
Periodic mode All sensors Switch to Periodic mode 
Periodic RS485 mode All sensors Switch to periodic rs485 mode 
RS232 mode only TD-600 Switch to RS232 mode(not displayed here) 
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7.4. Smoothing 

During the operation of the vehicle fuel level in the tank can vary greatly. Smoothing is used to eliminate fuel consumption jumps on 

the graph. In the sensor there are two smoothing algorithms to choose from: median and intellectual. 

The median smoothing type offers a choice of 16 fixed smoothing levels. The degree of smoothing 15 is used for extremely hars h 

operating conditions with constant strong vibrations and large spikes in the fuel level. This may be special equipment, working in 

mines, coalmines, etc. 

Recommended Median Smoothing parameters: 

 
Degree Description 

0-1 Best for stationary tanks 
2-6 Recommended value for trucks when driving on a flat asphalt road. 
7-12 Recommended value for tractors, agricultural machines 
13-15 Recommended value for mining machinery 

 
The intellectual type of smoothing is different in that the degree of smoothing is set automatically by the sensor itself and  depends 
on the rate of change of the fuel level. The sharper level jumps, the greater the degree of smoothing. In this case, when set ting up, 
you need to select only the volume of the tank. 
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7.5. Calibration 

After adjusting the sensor to the depth of a specific tank, you must calibrate it. To calibrate the FULL value, it is necessary to fill the 

space between the two measuring tubes with fuel. One of the ways is the following: wind the sensor drainage holes with tap e, turn 

the sensor upwards with the measuring part, connect it to a computer / laptop / tablet using a C-200 or C-200M converter. Next, pour 

fuel into the measuring part of the sensor, wait for the level to stabilize and press the FULL button. 
 

 

The configuration value FULL will change (in our example from 118269 to 82357) 
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Next, you need to drain the fuel from the sensor, wait 3-4 minutes to allow the fuel completely out, wait for the level to be stable (the 

indicator of the measuring part of the fuel changes color from red to green and wait for the STABLE sign) and press the EMPTY button. 
 

 

The value of the EMPTY level will also change. In this case, the writing CALIBRATION REQUIRED is no longer visible. This means that 
the calibration process was successful. 
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7.6. Tank calibration 

The sensor measures the fuel level, not volume. To convert the fuel level to the amount of fuel, it is necessary to perform a calibration 

procedure. The result of the calibration is the so-called calibration table. 

In the main menu of the configurator there is a TANK CALIBRATION button that opens the calibration mode. In places of drastic  

changes in the geometry of the tank, it is necessary to install at least one calibration point. It is recommended to increase the calibra- 

tion points in places of expansion or contraction of the tank. 

Calibration is performed after mounting the sensor to the tank. 

To start, in the calibration menu you need to set the calibration step in liters or gallons. 
 

 
 
 

the method by which calibration is carried out (filling or discharging fuel portions) 

 
Volume of the filled / drained portion of fuel during calibration When you click the Add  

Portion button, the current fuel level is automatically recorded in the table, and the next 

value increased by the refuelling step is recorded in the Liters column. 

 
To start the calibration process, you must click the BEGIN button, after which a window will open asking you to cho ose the path to 

save the new calibration file, enter the name and directly save the calibration table file. 

All data produced by the calibration will be saved to the created file: 
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After pressing the SAVE key, the calibration process itself begins: 
 

 

 
Indications of the sensor being calibrated. After the level is stabilized, click the “Add portion” button to 

add the current values of liters and level to the table. 

 
 

Each time you pour a regular portion of fuel, you need to click on the button ADD PORTION. 
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deletes the last row in the calibration table 

 

adds a row to the calibration table and enters the current level reading. During the calibration pro- 
cess, each new line of the calibration table is added to the file after each pressing of this button.  

Thus, if the calibration is accidentally interrupted, the previous values will not be lost. 

if more than one sensor is calibrated, this button deletes the last column of the calibration table 

where the data on the sensor being calibrated is located 

adds a column with information about the connected sensor for the subsequent filling with data 

on the tank calibration process 

 

completes the tank calibration process 

 

 

As a result of the calibration, a calibration table is obtained. 
 

Recommended number of portions (calibration points): 
 

Tank capacity, liters Filling pitch, liters The number of control points 
0-60 3-6 10-20 

61-100 5 12-20 
101-500 10 10-50 
501-1000 20 20-50 
More 1000 based on technical capabilities  

 
The TD-500 and TD-600 sensors have the ability to transfer data by fuel level immediately in percent (%) or liters in RS-485 mode using 

the LLS protocol, independently recalculating the fuel level to liters or percent in accordance with a calibration table that is stored in 
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their memory. For this, it is necessary to record the obtained data when using the RECORD TO LITERS function and save them in the 

sensor memory. 

 
 

7.6.1. Tank calibration with two sensors 
 

Tank calibration with two sensors is necessary if two sensors are installed on a large-sized tank. 

 
 

The calibration of two sensors is performed in the same way as the calibration of a single sensor. 
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7.7. Service 

 
allows you to update / change sensor software. To start the firmware process, disconnect 

the sensor from the interface converter (programmer), select the firmware file, then con- 

nect the sensor back. Wait until the progress bar is 100% full. 

allows you to undo the changes made when setting up the sensor. It is used in case changes  

were made (without writing to the device), but in the process of configuring the specialist 

forgot exactly what settings were prepared for the change 

allows you to return the sensor settings to the factory default 

settings menu of additional sensor capabilities, for more details, see p. ENGINEERING SET- 

TINGS 

menu where you can form a command for remote work with Escort TD-xxx sensors, which 

are connected via RS-485 interface to navigation terminals supporting this function. The  

formed command is sent via SMS, or through the server 

allows you to set a password to change the sensor settings. After installation, the password 

is activated (it will not allow changing the settings) immediately after disconnecting the  

sensor from the setup program. To change the settings, you must first enter a password. 

To delete a password, enter it and click the appropriate button. 
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7.8. Firmware 

When you click on the FIRMWARE UPDATE button, a window opens for selecting the firmware available on the PC / laptop. 
 

 

Pressing the OPEN button will start the process of updating the fuel sensor firmware. 
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7.9. Engineer Menu 

When you press the ENGINEER MENU button, the ENGINEER SETTINGS window opens. 
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current raw sensor value (service value, necessary for diagnostics) 

 

changes the logic of the output of the sensor connected to the standard 

auto-level auto pointer. The function is necessary if the dial gauge of the  

fuel level works with reverse logic, that is, with a full tank, the resistance  

is zero, and with an empty maximum. An example of the use of this func- 

tion is to connect to a pointer of cars of the GAZ family. Actually for TD- 

500. 

Includes the function of the sensor to transmit the accelerometer reading. 

Actually for the TD-600 model. The angle value is transmitted using the 

LLS protocol with the following network address relative to the fuel level  

data address. For example, if fuel level data is transmitted to network ad- 

dress 1, then the angle value will be to network address 2. 

Switches the sensor to the polling mode of the RS-485 interface. In this 

mode, it is possible via RS-485 interface to connect up to 7 Slave sensors 

using the LLS protocol to the Master sensor (if the Master mode is not set 

in the sensor, it will automatically be a Slave device). In turn, the Master 

sensor transmits both data from connected sensors and its own data via 

RS-232 interface in ASCII format without a request from external devices. 

Relevant for the TD-600 model. 

allows you to disable the internal algorithm for recalculating the level de- 

pending on the temperature change. Disabling of the thermal compensa- 

tion is not recommended.Relevant for all models. 

includes data transmission mode for driving quality. Data is transmitted 

via the LLS protocol in the range from 0 to 15. The value is transmitted by 

the following network address relative to the fuel level data address. For  

example, if the data on the level of fuel is transmitted to the network ad- 

dress 1, then the assessment of the quality of waiting will be the network 

address 2. It is relevant for the TD-600 model. 

sets the percentage of the minimum balance of the top-line, at which the 

lamp of the emergency balance of the regular fuel level indicator turns 

on. Relevant for TD-500. 

 
function in development 

 
displays a window in which you can manually set / edit the values "Full" 

and "Empty" 

includes the function of recalculating the level of fuel by the calibration 

table and receiving data in liters or percent. It also displays a window for 

inputting and saving the calibration table in the sensor memory. Rele - 

vant for TD-500 and TD-600 models. 

 

allows you to calibrate the reference point (zero angle) for the accel- 

erometer built into the sensor. It is used when the tilt angle transmission 

mode is on. Relevant for the TD-600 model. 
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Manual input 
values windows 

Fields where current values 

are displayed. 
Will change after set values 
are entered in the windows 

 

Save changes button 

 
 

 
 
 

Manual input of an empty and full fuel level in a tank can be used in some cases, for example, when it is necessary to calibr ate 15 

identical tanks with installation of 15 fuel sensors of the same name and length. In this case, only one fuel sensor is calibrated and  

then these calibrations are transferred to the other 14 sensors by manual data entry. It is not recommended to use this funct ion en 

masse due to numerous observed cases of inconsistencies between the actual and nominal sizes of the fuel tanks. 
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Reading the calibration table 

from the sensor memory 
 

Saving the displayed calibration 

table to the sensor 
 

Load table from file *.csv 

Saving the displayed 

table to a file *.csv 
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In this menu, you can work with the calibration tables created earlier in the calibration process. 
 

If the calibration was made in advance and saved in * .csv format, then it can be loaded into the sensor memory (only relevant for TD- 

500 and TD-600). 

In this menu, you can also enter data into each column of the calibration table manually, without downloading the file. 
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7.10. Remote control 

Internal sensor software has the ability to receive commands written in a certain way to change its settings. This allows you to change 

meter settings remotely. The command to the meter is sent via GSM communication through the terminal to which the sensor is  

connected. The command can be sent via SMS to the registered number of the terminal or through the server of the monitoring 

system operator controlling the equipment. 
 

The remote control function is supported by the Smart and Signal family of trackers. 

(Produced by Navtelecom) and AutoGRAPH (produced by Technocom). 
Transmission of commands to the sensor is possible only in RS-485 operation mode. 

 
 

PARAMETER / FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 
(1) line with code - displays the code for remote control 
(2) firmware usage version 1.7.6 and higher 
(3) remote control command selection window 
GENERATE REQUEST generates command code 
REMOTE NETWORK NUMBER the network address of the sensor that is being remotely controlled 
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7.11. Security 

When you select the SECURITY menu item, a new window opens in which there is a line for entering the password: 
 

 
Notice that the lock in the configurator window is highlighted in green. When the password is entered, you must click on the SET 

PASSWORD button. After the password is set, the lock icon is highlighted in red, indicating that the actions performed are correct. 
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If a password was previously set on the sensor, it is necessary to log in before changing any settings. To do this, in the SERVICE menu, 

press the SAFETY button, then in the appeared window you will be prompted to enter a password. 

If necessary, the previously set password can be deleted. 
 

 
After that, the icon on the configurator will change its color from red to green. It will say that you can change the parameters. After 

you finish entering all the necessary parameters, you need to click on the button . 
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7.12. Instructions for the Escort mobile configurator 

7.12.1. Functionality 

To connect the sensor to your Android mobile device you will need: 
 
 

С-200/С-200М OTG cable OTG adapter 
 
 

Connect the OTG cable (or adapter) to the mobile device and C200M to the OTG cable (adapter). 
 

With the help of the mobile configurator, the following settings can be changed when connecting via USB: 

1 ) View basic sensor information. 

2 ) Setting the network address of the sensor. 

3 ) Setting the maximum measurement level. 

4 ) Setting the required filtering method and level. 

5 ) Setting the desired sensor mode. 

6 ) Setting the calibration values "Full" and "Empty", as well as checking the current level. 

7 ) Setting and removing the sensor password. 
 

Download the Escort Configurator app from Play Market. Download link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/de- 

tails?id=ru.fmeter.config 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.fmeter.config
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.fmeter.config
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Run the app 
 

When you start the application, you will be prompted to select the language and interface for connecting to the sensor. Select USB. 
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Next, select the fuel level sensor section. 
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View basic sensor information 
 

 

Here you can view basic information about the sensor: 

1 ) Serial number of the sensor 

2 ) Sensor firmware version 

3 ) Current temperature measured by the sensor 

4 ) Current network address of the sensor 

5 ) Current sensor mode 

6 ) Current filtration level set in the sensor 

7 ) Степень сглаживания 

8 ) Level 

9 ) Fuel level scale 

10 ) Connected sensor model 

11 ) calibration recommendations 
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There are also buttons at the bottom to go to additional application menus. 
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7.12.2. Extras 

 

In this menu item of the configurator you can: 

1 ) Set or remove the sensor password 

2 ) Set "Full" and "Empty" manually 
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7.12.3. Settings 

 
In this menu item you will find the following settings: 

1 ) Setting the network address of the connected sensor. It is possible to set the network address of the 1st to 255th network 

address. 

2 ) Setting the maximum measurement level. In conventional units. 1 to 1023, or 1 to 4095. Pressing the arrow will open a drop 

down menu for selecting the maximum level. 

 
 

3 ) Select the type of smoothing. (The firmware with the implementation of the median type of smoothing is currently under  

development.) It is now highly recommended that you select an intelligent smoothing option. Clicking on the arrow opens a  

drop-down menu with a list of available types of smoothing. 
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4 ) Smoothing level selection. For each type of smoothing there is a possibility to choose the filtration level: 

- For the intelligent type, the tank volume must be set 

- for the median type of smoothing it is necessary to set the value in the range from 0 to 15. Below is a table of recommended 

values. 
 

Degree Description 

0-1 Best for stationary tanks 

2-6 Recommended value for trucks when driving on a flat asphalt road. 

7-12 Recommended value for tractors, agricultural machines 

13-15 Recommended value for mining machinery 
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5 ) Select the operating mode of the sensor. Pressing the arrow will open a drop-down menu with a list of available sensor 

modes. 

  
 

6 ) Setting the "Full" and "Empty" readings. Allows you to perform a basic calibration of the sensor. 

7 ) Service parameter. 
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7.12.4. Help 

 
 
 

 
Here you will find information on the mobile configurator. 
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8. Configurator TD-online 
 

The program "Configurator TD-online" is used to configure TD-online sensor. 

 
8.1. "Sensor" tab 

 
 

 

PARAMETER/FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 
OPEN PORT connect the sensor 

CLOSE PORT disable the sensor 
Serial № [XXXХХ] displays serial number of active sensor 

SW[XX] version displays firmware version of sensor 
CHANGE PASWORD sets a password to protect against changes in sensor settings 
ENTER PASSWORD entering a pre-set password 

LEVEL level processed value on the scale of 0 ... 1023 (0 ... 4095 depending on the settings) 
TEMPERATURE sensor temperature 
CURRENT level raw value 
EMPTY minimal level raw value 
FULL maximal level raw value 
NETWORK ADDRESS pre-set network address of the sensor 
SMOOTHING SMOOTHING function enabling 
RANGE 4096 switch to scale of 0 … 4095 c.u. 
SET recording of MODES section settings 
SET FULL recording of maximal level state 
SET EMPTY recording of minimal level state 
ENGINE OFF Recording the status of not running engine 
ENGINE ON recording the status of running engine 
HORIZON recording of the sensor's horizontal position 
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8.2. "Tracker" Tab 
 
 

 

PARAMETER/FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 
OF SATELLITES number of satellites in range 
S/N signal-to-noise property value 
GSM GSM property value 
TRAFFIC number of information packets transmitted after the sensor was turned on 
POW current value of supply voltage 
PERIOD FOR ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS SENDING, SEC interval of data sending via GSM in seconds 
ON activation of the channels of the connected sensors, 1st channel - measurement of the fuel 

level of TD-online sensor being set 
ADDRESS specifying a network address number of the connected device 
DATA data values (for example, level, angle, temperature) obtained from the connected devices. 

One value for one sensor. 
SET recording of settings to sensor 
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8.3. "Server" tab 
 
 

See description in Section SERVER SETTINGS 

 
 

 
8.4. BootLoader Escort 

"BootLoaderEscort" program is used for firmware of TD-150, TD-600, TD-online SIM sensors. 
 

 
 

PARAMETER/FUNCTION APPLICATION 
OPEN PORT connect the sensor 
CLOSE PORT disconnect measuring device from computer port 

OPEN FILE select firmware file 
START enable recording of firmware to sensor SW 

NO FILE status bar (indicated value - there is no selected firmware file) 
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8.5. TD-online Settings 
 

It is recommended to conduct a preliminary check of the performance capability and settings of the device in the labora - 

tory using a laboratory power source that provides an output voltage of Uout = 10 ... 30 V and a current Iout of at least 1A. 
 

 

8.5.1. Connection 
The program Configurator TD-online, laptop / computer / tablet and converter C-200/C-200M (converter RS485-USB) is used 

to configure the sensors. The connection scheme is similar to TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 sensors. 

 

8.5.2. General configuration 

TD-online sensor uses a measuring range of 0 ... 4095 conv. units. 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
‒ Make sure to use actively the range of 0 ... 4095 cond. units. (tick mark in the box of DIPAZON 4096) 

‒ If necessary, install or change the password. 

‒ If necessary, set SMOOTHING. 

‒ Align the sensor horizontally. 

‒ Set the reference level (HORIZON) 

 

57 
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8.5.3. GSM Settings 

Before installing the SIM card in FLS, configure it to use 

without requesting a PIN-code on any device (phone, smartphone). 
 

 

‒ 
 

Connect the sensor to the computer/laptop through C-200 / C-200M device. 

‒ Open the SERVER tab 

‒ The GSMSIM card settings are determined automatically. Check them if necessary: 
- access point; 
- user; 
- password; 
- SIM PIN code (0 by default). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

8.5.4. Server settings 

WIALONHOSTING 

 

‒ Set the server address and port - 193.193.165.165 and 21035 

‒ Make sure that SIM and IMEI numbers are available by clicking on READ SIM 

‒ Do not fill the field DEVICE IDENTIFIER! 

‒ set the access password to the device - 2211 by default, set another password if necessary 

‒ set the data transfer period 

‒ 
Click the "SET" button. 
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‒ Open the TRACKER tab 

‒ Check the GSM-17 parameter (when setting the connection to the WIALONHOSTING server). 

‒ Set the period for sending the sensor data via the tracker in seconds. 

‒ Verify the activity of 1 channel in RS-485 SETUP section. The relevant box must be ticked (V). 

‒ 
If it is necessary, change and/or assign the network and activate channels by tick marks in the appropriate fields for devices 
connected to the sensor (up to 7). 

‒ Click the "SET" button. 
 

Values for the stable operation: 

 
Parameter Designation Units Value 

Signal-to-noise ratio S/N c.u. 40 
GSM-connection status GSM c.u. 17 
Power supply voltage POW V corr. to operating voltage of the sensor 

 
S/N value of 30 units or less means that the sensor is in poor operating conditions. 

The conditional values of the GSM parameter: 

Designation Value 
1 power on 
2 power off 
3 standby 
4 modem disconnecting 
5 ECHO reset 
6 IMEI number request 
7 IMEI number received, SIM number request 
8 SIM number received 
9 GSM registration 
10 GSM connection 
11 GPRS connection 
12 check GPRS connection, get IP number 
13 connection to Wialon Hosting 
14 registration of login and password on Wialon Hosting server 
15 registered in Wialon Hosting 

16 exit from connection mode 
17 stable registered connection (GSM, GPRS, WialonHosting) 
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8.5.5. Calibration 
 

‒ Seal the drain hole of the sensor, for example, with an insulating tape. 

‒ Turn the sensor upside down in a vertical position so that the sensor's head was down. 

‒ Fill the pipes with fuel. Do not allow water and dirt enter to the pipes. 

‒ Wait 1 min 

‒ Click the SET FULL botton 

‒ Turn the sensor over and allow the fuel to drain out. 

‒ Wait at least 2 min 

‒ Click the SET FULL botton 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8.5.6. Motor hours setting 

 
Parameter/Function Description 
MOTOR HOURS Fixing the time and durability of transport or special equipment engine operation. 

 

‒ Start the engine of vehicle/special equipment. 

‒ Wait for 3 ... 4 minutes. 

‒ Click the button ENGINE IS STARTED. 

‒ Stop the engine. 

‒ Wait for 3 ... 4 minutes. 

‒ Click the button ENGINE IS STOPPED. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.5.7. Press the ENGINE button MUTE. 
 

Parameter/Function Description 
QUALITY OF DRIVING Evaluation of the quality of driving techniques using accelerometer built into the sensor 

 
(reserved)Remote Configuration 
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8.5.8. Remote settings 

GSM 

 
The internal software of the sensor can receive commands written in a certain way to change its settings. This allows changing 
the sensor settings remotely. The command is sent to the measuring device via GSM connection using SMS message to the  

registered SIM-card number or through the server operator of the monitoring system that monitors the equipment. 
 

Request format: 

 
 

Response format: 

 
 

Commands: 
Command Description 

? querying the current state 

PLACE coordinates of location in WGS84 format 

API address of the access point (for example, m2m.beeline.ru) 

APIUSER user name of the access point (for example, beeline) 

APIPWD access point password (for example, beeline) 

IP server address (for example, 193.193.165.165) 

IPPORT server port number (for example, 20332) 

RESTART restart modem 

SERVPWD change of the device access password 

SERVID change of the device identifier 

UPDATE_PRG software change 
IMEI request for the serial number of modem 

BB_ERASE black box formatting 

STATUS querying the current state 
(software version, serial number, number of satellites, S/N ratio, GSM value, traffic) 

 
Parameters: 

Parameter Value 
? querying the current state 
[number/designation] The current value of the parameter 

 

Error Codes for Response: 
Error code Meaning 

BAD STRING line contains spaces or wrong punctuation marks 

Unknown command invalid command 

BAD PASSWORD invalid device access password 

 

Examples of requests: 
Format of request Format of response 

1234;API=? 
Where 1234 is an access password 

Request to specify the address of the access 
point 

API=internet.beeline.ru Response with address indication 

1234;IPPORT=? Request to specify the server port number PPORT=20332 Response with address indication 

 

Examples of settings: 
Format of request Format of response 

1234;API=internet.beeline.ru 
Where 1234 is an access password 

Request to change the address of 
the access point 

API=internet.beeline.ru Response with confirmation of 
changes 

1234;IPPORT=20333 Request to change the server port 
number 

PPORT=20333 Response with confirmation of 
changes 
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Device access password;Command =Current value of the parameter 

 
Device access password;Command =Parameter 
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8.5.9. Firmware change 

 
It is possible to update the firmware of the sensor using BootLoaderEscort program. 

 
 

 

– Run the BOOTLOADERESCORT program. 

– Connect C-200/C-200M converter to the computer. 

– Open the port by selecting the required one from the list (if necessary, try the available ports from the list). 

– Select the desired firmware file using the OPEN FILE button. 

– Start the firmware recording in the sensor memory with the RUN button. 

– Wait until the download completes. 
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9. Connection 

9.1. Electrical connection 

9.1.1. General information 

When connecting and installing the sensor on a vehicle, special equipment or storage facility, comply with the ap- 

proved safety requirements (for example, evaporation of the fuel tank of the trucks prior to mounting and con- 
necting the sensor) associated with the performance of these works in accordance with the type of facility on  

which the sensor should be installed. 
 

 

Depending on the operating mode and the purpose of the sensor the following additional components are used in the  

power and signal circuits: filters, optocouples, ballast resistors and fuses. The elements are installed in the cab of the driver of 

the vehicle or other machines. If it is not possible to install in these locations, the additional protection from external climatic  
conditions (for example, sun, precipitation) and operational impacts (for example, heating, moving parts) should be provided.  
Additional components should be located at a safe distance from the fuel and its combustible products in explosion -proof 
areas. 

 
 

circuit. 

Use fuses of the appropriate rating (see FU1 in diagrams) to protect the power circuit. 
Use the ballast resistors of the appropriate rating (see R1 in the diagrams) to ensure the spark protection of the supply 
 

Connecting cables should be laid at a certain distance from moving parts and parts that are heated during operation. In 
the absence of additional insulation of wires of connecting cables, use fire -resisted corrugated polymeric tubes applicable in 
automotive engineering. 

In addition, in the TD-100 and TD-150 models, it is possible to monitor the integrity of the sensor’s conne ction with 

external devices (navigation terminal, etc.). To do this, connect the “Control” output of the sensor (purple wire) to the negative 
digital input of the navigation terminal (for more details, see the diagrams in clauses 9.1.2, 9.1.3). In the presence of connection 
of the sensor to the navigation terminal in the monitoring program, the status of the discrete input will be "connected"; when 

the connection is broken, the program gives the status “disconnected”. For more precise information on setting up a discrete 
input of a navigation terminal, see the user's manual for a specific sensor model. 
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9.1.2. TD-100 
 

                                                                     when programming    RS-485 mode  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        Frequency mode  
 

  Frequency mode with "pull-up" through resistor  
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Connection diagram of TD-100 to an external device for cable disconnection alert and / or 
breakage alert 
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9.1.3. TD-150 
 

  When programming    RS-485 mode  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Connection diagram of TD-150 to an external device for cable 
disconnection alert and / or breakage alert 
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  Frequency mode    Frequency with "pull-up" through resistor  
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  Analog mode  
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9.1.4. TD-500 
  when programming    RS-485 mode  

 

 

 

 

  Frequency mode    Frequency mode with short to "+"  
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                                                   Frequency mode with short to ground    Frequency with "pull-up" through resistor  
 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                                      Analog mode  
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9.1.5. TD-600 

 
  when programming    RS-485 mode  

 

 

 

 

  RS-232 mode    Frequency mode  
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  Analog mode  
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9.1.6. Combining of sensors into group 
(reserved) 

9.1.7. TD-online 
 

  when programming    Normal mode  
 

 

 

 

 

 
  Normal mode with additional devices connection  
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9.1.8. Contacts and wires 
 

 

 

Contact 1 2 3 4 5 6 - - - 
Wire Red Black Orange White Violet Green Yellow Brown Green 

 
Component 

 
Sensor 

 Optocouple (red cover) 

Filter 
(green cover) 

 

 

TD
-1

0
0

 

Programming + Upit - Upit Line A Line B 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

Mode 
RS-485 

+ Upit - Upit Line A Line B 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

Frequency 
mode 

+ Upit - Upit Frequency - 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

 

TD
-1

5
0

 

Programming + Upit - Upit - - 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

Mode 
RS-485 

+ Upit - Upit Line A Line B 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

Frequency 
mode 

+ Upit - Upit Frequency - 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

- - - - 

Analog mode + Upit - Upit - - 
Cable disconnec- 
tion/ breakage alert 

Analog signal - - - 

 

TD
-5

0
0

 

Programming + Upit - Upit - -      

Mode 
RS-485 

 
+ Upit 

 
- Upit 

 
Line A 

 
Line B 

Analog sinal 
(level indicator) 

Lamp of 
emergency 

balance 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

Frequency 

modes 

 

+ Upit 
 

- Upit 
 

Frequency 
 

- 
Analog sinal 

(level indicator) 

Lamp of 
emergency 

balance 

 

- 
Frequency 

(optocouple) 

- Upit 
(opto- 

couple) 

Analog 
modes 

 

+ Upit 
 

- Upit 
Analog out- 

put 

 

- 
Analog signal 
(level indicator) 

Lamp of 
emergency 

balance 

Analog 
output 
(Filter) 

 

- Upit (Filter) 
 

 

TD
-6

0
0

 

Programming + Upit - Upit - - - - - - - 

Mode 
RS-485 

+ Upit - Upit Line A Line B - - - - - 

Mode 
RS-232 

+ Upit - Upit - - RX-RS232 TX-RS232 - - - 

Frequency 
mode 

+ Upit - Upit Frequency - - - - - - 

Analog mode + Upit - Upit - 
Analog out- 

put 
- - - - - 

 

TD
-o

n
li

n
e

 

Programming + Upit - Upit Line A Line B - - - - - 

Normal mode + Upit - Upit Line A Line B - - - - - 
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9.1.9. Voltage chart 
 

The integrity of fuel level sensors is checked according to the following scheme: 

The sensor is visible in the configuration software: 
 

 
1.  First of all, it is necessary to connect the sensor to the computer using a USB-RS-485 interface converter. The sensor must be 

visible in the configuration program. 

Important: the sensor must be connected using a converter that allows you to connect other sensors, i.e. The operability of the 

interface converter must be confirmed by the possibility of connecting other working sensors. 

2.  If the sensor has not been determined by the configurator, measure the values of an external source consumed current, as 

well as the voltages on lines A and B of the RS-485 interface (orange and white wires) relative to the black wire. 

 
On the example of TD-150 

The current consumption of the sensor should be in the range of 7-15 mA. 

Voltage on line A: 3.5V 

Voltage on line B: 0 V 

If the sensor operated in frequency mode, the voltages on lines A and B will be 2.5V each. 

Table of normal operating values for FLS: 

 
 
 
 

 
 

1.  If the measured values are within the normal range, you need to re-flash the sensor. 

 
2.  If the measured values do not correspond to the norm or the sensor can’t be re0flashed, it should be sent to the diagnostics. 

  Unit TD-100 TD-150 TD-500 TD-600 
Current consumption  мА 7 .. 15 7 .. 15   7 .. 15 7 .. 15 

RS-485 
line А В 3,5 3,5 1,1 3,5 
line В В 0 0 0,6 0 

Frequency mode 
line А В 2,5 2,5 2,5 4,3 
line В В 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 
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Possible wiring diagrams used to measure electrical characteristics 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Line A voltage 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Voltage on line B 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The current consumed by the 
sensor from an external 
power source 
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9.2. Connection to servers 

WialonHosting 
 

Below is a brief information on connection and operation procedure for WIALON HOSTING server. 
For more information, see documentation 

or contact the employees of GURTAM company-developer (https://gurtam.com/ru/wialon) 

 
 

 

 

‒ Visit https://hosting.wialon.com 

‒ Enter user name and password. 
 

 

https://gurtam.com/ru/wialon
https://hosting.wialon.com/
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‒ Create a new one or select an existing object in the MONITORING tab. 

‒ Open the properties editing window. 

‒ Assign an arbitrary name to the object. 

‒ Set in the BASIC tab: 
- NAME - an arbitrary name of the object; 
- DEVICE TYPE - select EscortTDonline; 
- UNIQUE ID - same as the IMEI of the sensor; 

- server address and port - 193.193.165.165 and 21035; 
- device access password - 2211 by default, specify the password set in the sensor settings. 

‒ Confirm the settings with the OK button. 
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‒ Go to the MESSAGES tab 

‒ Select the type of parameters: 
- initial data 
or 
- sensor values 

‒ You have now the opportunity to view the sensor parameters and its geographical position with the movement patterns 
shown on the map for the selected period of time as well as technical characteristics (fuel consumption, temperature, etc.). 

 
 

The information from the sensors is recorded and sent to the server in accordance with the set polling time (in the server 
settings). 

The movement patterns of the vehicle with the product installed on it is recorded in the form of separate points with indication 

of time, coordinates, speed, and direction of movement. 
The waypoint is saved when the direction of movement is changed by value exceeding the angle specified in the sensor firm- 

ware, but not less frequently than in the interval of parameters sending specified in the sensor firmware settings. Thus, waypoints are 
saved with intervals of one second to several minutes. This system of points recording allows you to save GSM-GPRS-traffic. Also, in 

order to save GSM-GPRS traffic, the sensor generates a packet of several messages, as a result the message can be transmitted to the 
server with a delay of up to 120 seconds from the moment of registration of the event. The interval of data transfer to the server  
during the stop of the vehicle is 8 times as the period during the movement set by the configurator. Thus, if the parameter s ending 

period is set to 30 seconds, then during the stop the data will be transmitted with an interval of 240 seconds. 
In case of short-term absence of communication, the recorded parameters are stored in non volatile memory ("black box"),  

the data is transferred to the server in full upon connection reactivation. 
Legend sheet of the ESKORT sensors parameters monitored on the WIALONHOSTING server when the INITIAL DATA object  

parameter is selected. 
 

Designation Parameter 
hdop object location error, meters 
adc1, adc2 ADC value 
I/O engine status: 
LLS1 fuel level value 
Upow system voltage value 
t sensor temperature 
TR power-on message number 
V firmware version 
Q quality of driving 
N deviation from horizontal position 
FL flag - code of the current state: 

1 - processor restart; 
2 - GSM restart; 
4 - GPS restart; 
16 - server did not accept the data; 
32 - black box error. 
All events occurring between messages are recorded and transmitted simultaneously as a sum of individual flags: For exam- 
ple: processor restart (1) and GPS receiver reset (4) - the value of Fl = (1 + 4) = 5 is generated; for example, black box error 
(32) and GSM reset (2) - the value Fl = (32 + 2) = 34 is generated 

АМ GSM status code: 

 1 - power on; 
2 - power off; 
3 - standby; 
4 - modem disconnecting; 
5 - ECHO reset; 
6 - request for IMEI number; 
7 - IMEI number is received, request for SIM number; 
8 - SIM number is received; 
9 - GSM registration; 
10 - GSM connection; 
11 - GPRS connection; 
12- check GPRS connection, getting the IP number; 
13- connection to Wialon Hosting; 
14 - registration of login and password on Wialon Hosting server; 

15 - registered in Wialon Hosting; 
16 - exit the connection mode; 
17 - stable registered connection (GSM, GPRS, Wialon Hosting). 

 OB   service identifier  
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Sealing of 
sensor and extension cable 

10. INSTALLATION 

10.1. General information 

When connecting and installing the sensor on a vehicle, special equipment or storage facility, comply  

with the approved safety requirements (for example, evaporation of the fuel tank of the trucks prior to 

mounting and connecting the sensor) associated with the performance of these works in accordance  
with the type of facility on which the sensor should be installed. 

 

 

10.2. Sealing TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 
To prevent unauthorized persons from tampering with the sensor, it must be sealed. 

Sealing of the sensor head is performed by turning the wire around the cable gland or by threading it into its eyelet. 
Sealing of the connection point of the sensor and the connecting cable is carried out by threading the seal into the common 

eyelet of the joined electrical connectors. The seal must pass over the disconnection lever in plug connector of the connecti ng cable. 
After proper sealing, the electrical connectors can not be separated and loss of their electrical contact is impossible. 

 
The following is used to seal the head of the sensor: 
🗸 Number plastic seal SILTECH 

🗸 Sealing wire PP-N 0,8-600 
 

Sealing with turning the 
wire around the cable gland 

 Seal with threading the 
wire in the eyelet of the cable gland 

 

 

The following is used to seal the sensor and cable: 

🗸 Number plastic seal FAST-150 
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10.3. TD-online 

10.3.1. Mounting to a tank 
The most common method of mounting is fixation on self-tapping screws with a sealing washer. 

It is also possible to install sensor on threaded stover nuts, welded bushings and other structural elements. The sensor can be 

installed at pre-arranged locations using screws and bolts with strength classes of at least 4.8. In this case, it is necessary to ensure  
the tightness of the connection between the sensor body and the tank. For additional protection it is allowed to use an autom otive 
oil and petrol resistant sealant. 

If it is necessary to reduce the standard length of the sensor, cut it to a length not less than 150 mm with a hacksaw, clean from 

the metal chips, install a centralizer, make re-calibration or gauging. The length between the edge of metal pipes and the bottom of 
the tank without centralizer should be at least 15 mm. 

 

The following is used to prepare place for installation: 
🗸 bimetallic bit of Ø35 mm; 
🗸drill of Ø4,8 mm. 

 
  Connecting dimensions  
 

 

* The diameters of the holes are given for self-tapping screws, if necessary, mark 
places for another fasteningaccording to the centers of specified holes 

 
  Bimetallic bit  
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  Sensor mounting on a tank  
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10.3.2. Micro-SIM card installation 

The following is used: 

🗸micro SIM card; 

🗸sealant from the installation kit. 
 

If there is no sealant from the installation kit, it is allowed to use  
any neutral silicone adhesive sealant for small (up to 1 mm) clearances 

  (for example, DOWCORNING 744)  
 

Procedure: 

🗸unscrew the 2 self-tapping screws on the micro-SIM card slot; 

🗸take away the micro-SIM card slot cover; 

🗸insert the SIM card, make sure that it works; 
🗸apply a thin layer of sealant along the contour from the back side of the cover; 

🗸close the cover; 

🗸install 2 screws. 
 

  Micro-SIM card installation  
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10.3.3. Sealing 

The following is used: 

🗸 TD-online cover; 

🗸Seal FAST-330 - for sensor head; 
🗸Seal FAST-330 - for electric connection; 

 

To prevent unauthorized persons from tampering with the sensor, it must be sealed. 
 

Fixation and sealing of the sensor head 
 Sealing 

sensor and extension cable 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Sealing of the sensor head is carried out by installing the protective cover and threading the seal through the common holes 
of the head and the cover. 

Sealing of the connection point of the sensor and the connecting cable is carried out by threading the seal into the common  

eyelet of the joined electrical connectors. The seal must pass over the disconnection lever in plug connector of the connecting cable.  

After proper sealing, the electrical connectors can not be separated and        of electrical contact is impossible. 
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11. Possible malfunctions and ways of fixing them 

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to contact our technical support service. We speak Russian, Eng- 

lish, Spanish and Tatar. Contact details are given at the end of the manual. 
 

 

11.1. Error Codes 
All sensors have an internal diagnostic system. Sensor displays an encoded message for certain types of the faults: 

Mode Value Units Explanation 
RS-485 7000 relative units Closing of metering tubes 
RS-485 6500 relative units Breakage of external and internal metering tubes 

 

 
11.2. Possible malfunctions and ways of fixing them 

 

Mode Effectivity Malfunction Possible cause Elimination 
Частотный 
режим 

Значение рабочей 
частоты выше или 
ниже 1323 (или 4395 
Гц в зависимости от 
настроек диапа- 
зона). 

Неверно установлен верхний 
уровень (ПОЛНЫЙ) 

Произвести новую калибровку.  

All modes all sensors Indicator 
EMPTY 
red color 

Incorrectly defined upper and lower 
levels 
(for details 
see section 
CONFIGURATION, INDICATION) 

Recalibrate/Gauging 
(for details 
see section 
CONFIGURATION, INDICATION) 

All modes all sensors The sensor is connected to the 
configurator manager, but the 
network number of the sensor i s  
not determined (serial number ,  
firmware number, level, etc. are  
not displayed). The sensor setting 
is impossible. 

The sensor is not in RS-485 mode Switch off the sensor power or dis- 
connect the sensor from the c on- 
verter if the sensor is powered by it 
for 5 ... 7 seconds. Turn on the 
power or connect the sensor to the 
converter, respectively, and  c li ck  
on the SENSOR SEARCH SENSOR 
button. 
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12. List of equipment and programs 

12.1. TD-100, TD-150, TD-500, TD-600 
 Name Description Version Status/Date 

Soft ware 
Configurator TD-500 Program for sensor configuration 

and firmware 
2.3.6. - 

Equipment 
Configurator (converter) С-200 
or С-200М 

Device for sensor configuration 
and firmware 

- - 

Tools Hack saw For measuring section cutoff - - 

 bimetallic drilling bit 
Ø35 mm 

For mounting hole - - 

 Drill Ø 4,8 mm For spacing the holes for self-tap- 
ping screws 

- - 

12.2. TD-online 
 

 Name Description Version Status/Date 
Soft ware Configurator TD-online Sensor configuration program OnlineCFG_52 - 

 Boot Loader ESKORT Sensor firmware program -  

Equipment 
Configurator (converter)   С- 
200 or С-200М 

Device for sensor configuration 
and firmware 

- - 

Tools Hack saw For measuring section cutoff - - 

 bimetallic drilling bit 
Ø35 mm 

For mounting hole - - 

 Drill Ø 4,8 mm For spacing the holes for self- 
tapping screws 

- - 

 
 
 

 
13. References 

 

Address Description Version Status/Date 

http://www.fmeter.ru/download/ Technical documentation (manuals, pass- 
ports, instructions, etc.), firmware, drivers, 
programs for equipment of the ESCORT 
trade mark 

  

 - - 

http://www.fmeter.ru/download/#addfile Drivers for converters С-200/С-200М 1.3.1 28.09.2017 

http://www.st.com/en/development- 
tools/stsw-stm32102.html 

STM32 Virtual COM Port Driver 
1.4.0 Valid 

 

 
 
 

14. Transportation and storage 

The Product Is Transported Factory-Packaged By Enclosed Transport. To Be Stored In Dry Rooms With Humidity Not More Than 

75% At A Temperature Of -20 To +30°C. Storage Rooms Should Not Contain Current-Conducting Dust, Aggressive Substances And 

Their Vapors That Cause Corrosion Of Parts And Destruction Of Electrical Insulation Of The Sensors. 

http://www.fmeter.ru/download/
http://www.fmeter.ru/download/#addfile
http://www.st.com/en/development-tools/stsw-stm32102.html
http://www.st.com/en/development-tools/stsw-stm32102.html
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15. Contact details 
 
 
 

                                                      Manufacturer  
Techavtomatica, LLC 

2B Dementyev St, 
Kazan 420127, Russia 

+7 843 537 83 91 

www.t-a-e.ru 
info@t-a-e.ru 

 
Correspondence address: 

PO Box 123, city of Kazan 420036, Russia 

 

 
                                                              Seller  

CG «Escort» 
Russia, 420036, Kazan 

2B Dementyev St 

www.fmeter.ru 
8 800 777 16 03 (free call on Russia) 

+7 495 108 68 33 (for calls from other countries) 
mail@fmeter.ru (on commercial issues and offers) 

support@fmeter.ru (technical support) 

http://www.t-a-e.ru/
mailto:info@t-a-e.ru
http://www.fmeter.ru/
mailto:mail@fmeter.ru
mailto:support@fmeter.ru
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16. Documents 

16.1. Certificates 
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16.2. Declarations 
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16.3. Licences 
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17. Terms and designations 
 
 

Firmware the built-in software 

Navigation terminal GPS / GLONASS tracker 

Black box data storage device memory 
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Annex А. Protocol Escort Fuel sensor 
Escort TD System commands for firmware version 1.6.4. and higher. 
All commands are sent from an external device in the format: 

 
Prefixnetwork numberCommandDataCheck sum 

0х31u8(net_num)(See  The list of commands)Can be absentCRC8 
 

Prefix 

0x31 request from the computer 
0x3E sensor response 
DataNote 
Commands 

0x06Issue data LLS (Omnicomm) format. Missing 
0xFAThe team for the installation of the lower level values Missing 
0xF5The team at the top level setting value Missing 
0xF0Query command all data. Missing 

0xFB The command to change the network numberU8The new device number 
0xF9The team on the shift of the lower level valuesS16High byte before 
0xF4 The team at the top level shift valuesS16High byte before  

0xF2Install the new regime (see table mode)U8 
0xF7Set passwordU32High byte before 
0xF8Unlock password to perform the following command. U32 The current password 
0xFCThe team for the issuance of the serial number and firmware version. Missing 

0xFFTeam Network survey Missing 
 

The answer is in the format: 
Prefixnetwork number CommandData Check sum 

0х3Еu8(net_num) (See The list of commands) Can be absent CRC8 

response command code corresponds to the code request command. 

Responses to commands 
0x06Issue data Omnikomm format.temperature -S8 

Significance level U16- 

U16 - actually reserve 
0xFA The team for the installation of the lower level valuesU32 - set the level of importance. 
0xF5 The team at the top level value usnanovku U32 - set the level of importance. 
U16 (reobrazovaniya coefficient) 

0xF0 Query command all data. S8 (temperature) 
U16 (level) 
U32 (raw value SE) 

u32 (start frequency) 
U32 (stop frequency value) 
u16 (conversion factor) 
U8 (mode-bitmask) 0 bit — inversion — not used for TD100 

1 & 2 bit — main modes 
00 -rs 485; 
01-analog output — not used for TD100; 

10- frequency output; 
11 — periodic output 

4 bit — periodic RS-485 mode 
7-bit -1024/4096 mode 

u8 (always zero) 
u8 (mode2-bitmask) 0...3 bit — average level 
7-bit -temperature compensation off 

 
0xFB The command to change the network number The answer is not at all. 
0xF9 The team on the shift of the lower level values U32 - set the level of importance. 
0xF4 The team at the top level shift values U32 - set the level of importance. 

0xF2 Install the new regime (see table mode) U8 - a new mode value 
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0xF7 Set password U32 - The value of the password The default setting is zero - not checked. 

0xF8 Unlock password to perform the following configuration commands.0xF8 - if unlocked or 0xFD - if an incorrect password. 

0xFC The team for the issuance of the serial number and firmware version.U32 - serial number 
U16 - firmware version. 
0xFF Team Network survey (see below) 

Assignment of bits in a byte mode. 

least significant bit b[0] Invert arrow 
b[1..2] data output mode. 00 - rs 485 mode, 01 analog, 10-frequency, 11-periodic. 

B[3] averaging Inclusion 
B[7] Activating 4096 

 

network numbers set from 0 to 200 (net_num) 
 

Setting levels 
example Prefix network number Command КС 

Inquiry 0х31 u8(net_num) 0xFA CRC 
 

Prefix network number Command setting value conversion factor 

answer0x3EU8(net_num) 0xFA U32 U16 CRC 
 

Example of data output 
Inquiry0х31u8(net_num)0x06CRC 

 
Temperature Level the frequency 
Answer 0x3Eu8(net_num)0x06 S8 U16 U16CRC 

An example of network polling 

Inquiry 0x31 0xFF CRC 

Answer U8 net_num 

Each sensor emits its own number in the time gate corresponding sensor number. 

Gate time for a single room - 1 ms. 
such as for example if there are two sensors with the numbers 1 and 100, 
the first figure comes through 10 + 1 ms, the second at 100 + 10 ms. 

Where MC-10 guard interval transmission / reception for preobrazoavtelya USB-RS485 / 

CRC calculation 

U8 CRC8(U8 data, U8 crc) 
{ 

U8 i = data ^ crc; 
crc = 0; 

if(i & 0x01) crc ̂ = 0x5e; 
if(i & 0x02) crc ̂ = 0xbc; 
if(i & 0x04) crc ̂ = 0x61; 

if(i & 0x08) crc ̂ = 0xc2; 
if(i & 0x10) crc ̂ = 0x9d; 
if(i & 0x20) crc ̂ = 0x23; 
if(i & 0x40) crc ̂ = 0x46; 

if(i & 0x80) crc ̂ = 0x8c; 
return crc; 

} 
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Protocol ESCORT TD (LLS) 
Система команд TD500 

 
префикс 
0x31 запрос от компьютера 

0x3E ответ датчика 
 

команды 
0x06 Выдать данные в формате Омникомм. 

0xFA Команда на установку нижнего значения уровня 
0xF5 Команда на уснановку верхнего значения уровня 
0xFF Команда опроса сети 

 
сетевые номера устанавливаются от 0 до 255 (net_num) 

 
Установки уровней 

пример префикс сетевой номер Команда КС 
Запрос 0х31 u8(net_num) 0xFA CRC 

 
Префикс сетевой номер Команда Установленное значение коэффициент преобразования 

ответ 0x3E U8(net_num) 0xFA U32 U16 CRC 
 
 

Пример выдачи данных 
Запрос 0х31 u8(net_num) 0x06 CRC 

 
Температура Уровень значение частоты 

ответ 0x3E u8(net_num) 0x06 S8 U16 U16 CRC 

Пример опроса сети 

Запрос 0x31 0xFF CRC 

ответ U8 net_num 

Каждый датчик выбрасывает свой номер во временном стробе соответствующем номеру датчика. 
 

временной строб для одного номера — 1 мс. 

Например, например если имеются 2 датчика с номерами 1 и 100, 
то первая цифра придет через 1+10 мс, вторая через 100+10 мс. 
Где 10 мс- защитный интервал прием/передача для преобразоавтеля USB-RS485/ 

вычисление CRC 

U8 CRC8(U8 data, U8 crc) 
{ 

U8 i = data ^ crc; 
crc = 0; 
if(i & 0x01) crc ̂ = 0x5e; 

if(i & 0x02) crc ̂ = 0xbc; 
if(i & 0x04) crc ̂ = 0x61; 
if(i & 0x08) crc ̂ = 0xc2; 

if(i & 0x10) crc ̂ = 0x9d; 
if(i & 0x20) crc ̂ = 0x23; 
if(i & 0x40) crc ̂ = 0x46; 
if(i & 0x80) crc ̂ = 0x8c; 

return crc; 
} 


